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1.1 What’s this about?

Over recent years, legal requirements
and changing attitudes and
understanding have led to greater
recognition of the need for vehicles,
transport interchanges and pedestrian
areas to be easily accessible to older 
and disabled people.

However, all too often these
developments take place in isolation, so
their usefulness to these groups is limited
– for example, a new accessible bus
station that cannot be reached because of
obstacles in the pedestrian route (lack of
dropped kerbs, no controlled crossings),
or accessible buses using bus stops on a
slope with no means to deploy a ramp.

All too often, there are also examples of
new ‘accessible’ facilities in which the
toilets are closed and the information
desk is unstaffed.

In all these and many other examples, the
benefit of investment is greatly reduced
and the goal of an inclusive, barrier-free
environment is lost.

1.2 Who is it for?

This toolkit is intended for anyone who 
is working with or for a local authority,
contractor or transport provider and 
is involved in the planning and
implementation of the pedestrian
environment, transport infrastructure
or transport services.

It is relevant to those at managerial level,
as well as to those at operational level.

It is enormously helpful, particularly in
local authorities, if there is one person –
or a team of people – with a specific remit
to oversee and coordinate accessibility
issues. Without this centre of expertise
there is a risk of misunderstanding of
issues, duplication of effort and
expensive mistakes that are difficult 
to correct.

It is vital that the key contact is well
known to other stakeholders, such as
transport operators, infrastructure
providers and passenger representatives,
so that problems are identified promptly
and are consistently filtered through the
correct channels.

An important part of such a remit is also
to monitor and react to social media and
other commentary on the quality of
facilities and the availability of services.

1.3 Why is it important?

Unless transport and infrastructure
improvements and developments are
seen as inextricably linked, there will 
be breaks in the chain of accessible
transport/mobility. Unless every link 
in the accessibility chain is complete,
journeys will be impossible for some 
and difficult for many.

This is not just a social issue, important
though that is. It is also an economic
issue. Investment in accessible facilities
and services in isolation will not deliver
accessibility.

Without accessibility, many people are
unable to live independently or to travel
for education, work or leisure, or even to
retain the most basic mobility to get to
the local shops. The costs both to the
individual and to the economy are huge.

Many of the costs of a failure to provide
joined-up accessibility will not fall on
transport budgets, but on the health and
welfare services. That is no reason for
transport professionals to think that it is
not their problem. Public sector budgets
concern all of us and making the most
effective use of them is imperative.
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1.4 Where to start

There are clear legal obligations and good
practice guidelines to help ensure that
standards are met. It is vital to be fully
acquainted with them from the outset. 
An important part of this process is to
carry out an equality impact assessment
(EIA). See Section 2.1 for more detail.

However, it is also vital to engage with
the people who will be most directly
affected: to talk to disabled and older
people who live in or use the area and its
services to find out what works for them.

This must begin at the earliest planning
stage. It is no use presenting a user group
with final plans when it is too late or too
expensive to make changes.

Engagement with users is not just a 
one-off. It must also continue through 
the design and development process to
make sure that access requirements are
not missed or misunderstood. It should
also stay in place once the development
is complete to get users’ feedback on 
the finished product.

1.5 How to find the right 
user group

It can be difficult identifying a user group
or groups that an operator or authority
can trust to give impartial, informed and
pan-disability advice.

It is very important not to take advice
from groups with a vested interest in a
particular outcome based on the issues.

Always make sure that any group invited
to offer advice has a wide and balanced
approach both in terms of knowledge of
age/disability lived experience and of
expertise in transport matters.

Access audits are a key tool for determining
what needs to be and where the priorities
lie for action. Guidance Note 3.1 sets out
the principles of a good access audit.

1.6 Then what?

In many cases, new development
involves more than one operator or
authority and it is essential to bring all
parties together from the outset to ensure
that access improvements are not made
in isolation in a way that greatly reduces
their validity.

Existing relationships between bus
operators and local authorities such as
those in the Enhanced Partnership or
Advanced Quality Partnership schemes
could be valuable in determining where
the installation of improvements such 
as bus stop accessibility would be of
greatest value.

Effective communication of these
improvements through operators’
publicity material is also valuable.

1.7 Letting people know what
changes have been made

Very often there is a failure to promote
and publicise new facilities or services,
particularly among those – such as older
and disabled people – who have not
been traditional public transport users.

It is important to use a wide range of
media, including but not exclusively
social media, so that those who are not
tech-savvy are not excluded. Local
newspapers and local radio can be good
ways to reach older and disabled people,
as can specialist outlets such as Talking
Newspapers, where they exist.

It is also crucial that the new facility is
communicated as broadly as possible and
that there is a clear responsibility for this,
including adding information to NaPTAN
(the DfT National Public Transport Access
Nodes database, which lists all transport
stops and is shortly being upgraded to
include accessibility information).

1.8 Follow-up 
post-implementation

Even when all available advice has been
followed to achieve best practice, it is 
still important to conduct follow-up
monitoring and evaluation to ensure that
there have been no unintended adverse
consequences.

One common mistake is to restrict 
post-implementation monitoring to those
people who are using the area or facility.
By definition, these are the people who
are able to cope. It is important also to
identify people who no longer use the
facility and to find out why.

Some experience from poorly
implemented shared space facilities
reveal that significant numbers of
disabled and older people simply stop
using the area, because they have lost the
confidence to move safely through it.

These people do not simply disappear;
their needs remain and may be
transferred to health and welfare services
if they no long feel able to venture out
independently. This comes at a huge cost
both in quality of life and in financial cost
to the taxpayer.
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2  SOME TIPS ON GETTING IT RIGHT

2.1 Equality Impact Assessment

When designing or implementing new 
or revised interchange facilities or, for
example, making changes to routes or the
way services are provided, organisations
will often carry out an EIA to ensure a
project considers the needs of all
customers and employees, and in
particular with reference to the ‘protected
characteristics’ as defined in the Equality
Act 2010. These are age, disability,
gender reassignment, pregnancy and
maternity, race, religion or belief, sex and
sexual orientation. (Some protection 
also applies regarding marriage or civil
partnership status.)

The EIA should not just be a box-ticking
exercise, but when taken seriously can
also help an organisation provide better
and more cost-effective services that are
more appropriate to the users.

Furthermore, the EIA can be used to
demonstrate compliance with Equality
Act legal duties, particularly where
organisations are subject to the Public
Sector Equality Duty (PSED). This requires
the providers of public services to:

• Eliminate unlawful discrimination,
harassment and victimisation and other
conduct prohibited by the Act

• Advance equality of opportunity
between people who share a protected
characteristic and those who do not

• Foster good relations between people
who share a protected characteristic
and those who do not

In the case of transport undertakings,
many changes to infrastructure and
services will anyway be subject to a
public consultation, and this provides an
ideal opportunity simultaneously to
publish an EIA.

2.2 Staff

It is well documented that the biggest
single factor in enabling older and
disabled people to travel with confidence
is the presence of staff.

However good the signage and however
smooth the transitions from one mode 
or area to the next, unless there are
identifiable (uniformed) staff on duty 
to offer guidance and reassurance, 
many people will not travel.

Never assume that a new facility or
service can succeed without a staff
presence.

2.3 Training

The key to having staff offering the
reassurance to passengers on board the
vehicles is the level of training they
receive.

The training should identify how to assist
passengers and secure any mobility
equipment and also equip staff with the
understanding of how to meet the needs
of older and disabled people. The key
training elements would therefore
include:

• Handling and securing wheelchairs

• Assisting passengers

• Safe driving

• Customer service (including dementia
awareness)

• Health and safety

Delivering these vital skills to staff will
provide the passengers with the
confidence to travel.

2.4 Distances

It is very important to keep in mind at all
times the limitations on the distance that
many older and disabled people can
manage, either at all or at least without 
an appropriate resting place. Seating at
regular intervals (say, every 50 metres)
can be enormously helpful.

The figure above, taken from the DfT
publication Inclusive Mobility (see
Section 5), give an indication. It is vital,
however, to take account of other factors,
such as gradient, prevailing winds and
pavement surfaces, that might further
reduce the ability of many people to 
cope with the distance.

Wheelchair user
Mobility impaired person using stick
Mobility impaired person without walking aid

150
50
100

Mobility limitations: type of impairment Recommended distance without a rest
(metres)
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2.5 New/changed bus routes

Key elements to keep in mind include:

• The location of stops relative to
housing, shops, medical facilities etc
and the width and suitability of access
and service roads; many new
developments either have no bus
service or one that is only accessible by
those with good walking ability

• The distance between stops to allow
easy access for those with walking
difficulty (bearing in mind steep
gradients etc)

• Accessibility of stops (level surface,
easy pull-in for vehicles, raised kerb at
stop where necessary, good
signage/real-time information, seating,
shelter etc)

• Parking enforcement at and around
stops (and feedback loop from bus
drivers when this is not occurring); if
the bus cannot pull up to the stop
because of parked vehicles, much of
the benefit of accessible vehicles and
stops is lost

2.6 New bus stations or other
transport infrastructure

Key elements to keep in mind include the
importance of:

• Access from the surrounding area
(controlled crossings, dropped kerbs,
guidance paths, level surfaces, good
lighting etc)

• Guidance routes/wayfinding

• Clear and easily accessible Information,
for example, at eye level rather than
too high for many to see, or even at
floor level for clear directional signs

• Staff to give information, reassurance
and guidance

• Toilets that are accessible, available 
and clean

2.7 New/refurbished transport
interchanges

Always remember the need for:

• Barrier-free links between modes 
(bus, rail, metro etc)

• Clear signage and guidance between
the modes

• Clear demarcation of pedestrian routes,
including tactile guide paths and
warning surfaces, where appropriate

• Use of colour and texture for guidance
and warning (on step edges, pillars etc)

• Accessible, available and clean toilets;
this is particularly important to older
and disabled people, who might have
urgency issues and will not start a
journey unless they are confident 
that facilities exist

• Presence of staff for guidance and
reassurance

2.8 Personal security

Everyone needs to feel safe when they
travel, but anxieties about personal
security can be heightened for older and
disabled people and are often a deterrent
to travel.

The importance of uniformed staff has
already been highlighted, but there are
many other features that can help create
a sense of safety, such as good lighting,
removal of potential hiding places
(including shrubbery around perimeters),
and clear visual and audible information.
See Case Study 4.2.

2.9 Making accessible
connections

Although all bus routes should by now be
run with accessible vehicles in
accordance with the law, many disabled
and older people find getting to the bus
stop, changing between buses or
between bus and rail difficult or
impossible.

Providing a joined-up service that links
mainstream accessible transport with a
specialist door-to-door service can
provide an invaluable link.

Case Study 4.1 illustrates how these
connections have been made in one
major conurbation.
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2.10 Ticketing and journey
planning

Even where vehicles and interchanges
are accessible, complications over
ticketing for journeys that involve more
than one mode can be off-putting for
many disabled and older people and
impossible for many with cognitive
impairments.

Similarly, journey planning is often
confusing and disjointed. Guidance Note
3.2 explores some of the solutions to
make ticketing and journey planning
easier to manage.

2.11 Pedestrianisation schemes

These can mistakenly be thought to
benefit all disabled and older pedestrians,
but without careful planning based on
thorough consultation, the opposite can
be true.

Always take into account:

• Access to it from nearest public
transport points (bus, rail, taxi etc)

• Segregation between vehicles/cyclists
and pedestrians (relying on eye contact
is no use for those with limited or 
no vision)

• Walking distances (see limitations
above)

• Access for Blue Badge holders

• Toilet facilities

• Movement within the area (signage,
seating, quiet spaces, guidance paths)

2.12 Parking enforcement

Thoughtless or illegal parking can 
be a major barrier to access and can
significantly reduce the effectiveness 
of improvements that have been put 
in place.

One very common example of the
problem is parking at bus stops. All buses
in service should now be low floor and
accessible and many bus stops have been
improved to allow easier access to the
boarding area, but the benefits are lost if
the bus is forced to stop some distance
from the kerb because of parked
vehicles, and the journey will be
impossible for many disabled people.

In times of financial cutbacks, spending
on parking enforcement is often a
casualty. However, there are some
effective low-cost measures that can be
taken. One example that has worked 
well is asking a local bus company to
provide a free pass to a traffic
enforcement officer who can travel by
bus and act immediately to penalise

motorists who have parked at bus stops
along the route. This has proved to be
both an immediate deterrent and a 
lasting disincentive to illegal and
thoughtless parkers.

A similar approach can be taken to
prioritising enforcement against parking
across dropped kerbs and abusing 
Blue Badge parking bays and makes a
significant contribution to reducing the
obstacles that disabled and older 
people face in their local areas.

Local publicity on radio, social media and
in local press about the harm that such
parking causes to disabled and older
people can also be effective.



3.1.1 Aims

As much as possible, there should be a
clear aim that an access audit should be
designed to facilitate end-to-end journey
improvements by highlighting issues
throughout for anyone who has
accessibility needs or even just 
heavy luggage.

In practice, this means looking beyond
the boundaries set by whoever has
commissioned the report and extending
them to the previous and next logical
stages in a journey from the perspective
of a customer.

It is a particularly important task if a
station has been rebuilt. Using the
contacts made within the audit process,
the opportunity should be taken to set up
mechanisms to communicate temporary
or permanent changes that subsequently
affect the accuracy of the audit or that in
some cases may mean the audit needs to
be repeated, given the scale of change.

3.1.2 Methods

Hence, whilst the number of original and
destination combinations is infinite,
customers will arrive in or depart from
one of a manageable number of hubs
before they enter or after they leave the
specific location being audited. These are
not necessarily only public transport
hubs, but could also be any of the
following:

• Other railway/underground/tram
stations

• Bus stations or stops

• Drop-off area/car park

• Cycle hubs/parking

• Airports

They could also include major ‘traffic
objectives’ nearby, where there is a key
reason for the station to be there as
opposed to being a generic city centre,
town centre or suburban station serving
several houses, offices or businesses, 
for example:

• Shopping centres

• Hospitals

• Business parks

Clearly, it is essential that all auditing is
done on site and is not desktop
guesswork, preferably with the insight 
of special interest groups.

3.1.3 Outcomes

Information should be as rich as possible.
It is not enough to classify a station as
accessible or not; a slope may be 
step-free, but could be too steep to be
realistically managed by a wheelchair
user. Hence, information should be as
descriptive as possible, such as the
number of stairs or availability of tactile
paving, and use supporting photographs,
as well as indicating complementary
facilities such as staff assistance or shops.
As well as documenting the different
stages of transfer between sections, a
time value should be allocated, too,
which assists with the confidence in
making multimodal journeys. This builds
not only on the minimum interchange
values used by National Rail, but also the
data contained within the back office on
journey planning

3.1.4 Format

Sharable information should not only
enable the distribution of printed/Braille
material, but should also be shared with
stakeholders for their own material; for
example, bus companies serving a bus,
rail and ferry terminal would not only be
able to advise of accurate interchange
times and methods with the other modes
as part of their accessibility policy, but
also inform timetabling where services
are intended to connect with other
modes. Data should be filterable, so that
it can be presented in a way that shows
considerable detail on stations, but can
be reduced in scope to facilitate effective
organisation and third-party journey
planning systems, as it is vital that this
data is incorporated into these.

3.1.5 Changes

Communicating changes to accessibility
is essential, in two main strands:

• Communication mechanisms should 
be in place to publicise the temporary
unplanned unavailability of accessibility
facilities

• Where accessibility is affected as a
long-term project, this must be
factored into the communications
strategy for the project as a whole, so
that new or removed facilities are
highlighted to users with an indicated
timescale of (non-)availability

3  GUIDANCE NOTES
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Providing a joined-up service that 
links mainstream accessible transport
with a specialist door-to-door service
can provide an invaluable link.
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In general, passenger transport services
have been behind the curve in the
deployment of information and
communications technology (ICT). This
has not necessarily been bad, as leading
edge often meant ‘bleeding edge’ for the
organisations involved (the NHS being a
prime example). Deployment of mature
technologies in a commercial
environment may have been slow, but at
least it is proven and robust enough to
cope with the operational requirements.

In the 1990s, when the internet was first
being deployed on the back of personal
computing, the focus was on digitising
the passenger transport services – the
routes and schedules – so that customers
could enquire online about the availability
of services, rather than rely on hard copy
timetables and paper maps. The NapTAN
database of bus stops was a major
catalyst in enabling the creation of
databases on passenger transport
services that people could access through
Traveline and the now defunct Transport
Direct.

Advances in communications
technologies in the 2000s raised
customer expectations for real-time
information as evidenced in ‘Next Bus’
displays at bus stops and the roll-out 
of apps such as Trainline which give 
up-to-date information on the status 
of passenger transport services.

During these early phases of ICT
development, the focus was on the
‘what’, ‘where’ and ‘when’ of passenger
transport giving customers information
about the route choices available. The
‘why’, ‘who’ and ‘how’ were not a key
focus, apart from, perhaps, listing fares
(how much) on websites for train travel
and airlines. Bus fares are noticeably
absent from websites, which may soon be
addressed in forthcoming legislation. For
people with a range of disabilities (the
neglected ‘who’), the accessibility of
facilities to enable their travel is critical to
a decision on whether (and why) they
travel, by what mode and route. The ease
of access to services is a key determinant
of travel behaviour by people with a
range of disabilities, as this Forum has
explored on many occasions. The barriers
to seamless travel are not just physical,
but also extend to the ICT deployments
that are designed for use by the mass
market of able-bodied people, rather
than those less abled.

There is one area at least where the
needs of both populations are shared and
that in some respects represents the next
frontier for ICT development: namely, the
integration of ticketing and fares regimes
to enable seamless travel across multiple
modes and geographies without the need
to purchase separate fares for each leg of
the journey. Research has shown that this
acts as a significant impediment to
encouraging people to switch to public
transport, and the evidence from London
and elsewhere where integrated ticketing
has been introduced demonstrates the
success of these schemes.

This raises questions about the current
state of the technologies for integrated
ticketing. Why has it not been deployed
more widely? How will this benefit
people with disabilities? The following
sections attempt to answer these
questions.

3.2 Ticketing technologies: gateways to accessible public transport

3.2.1 Deployment of ICT in passenger transport
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Figure 1. Ticketing channels

3.2.2 The passenger journey: technology options

Customers can purchase tickets through several channels – see
Figure 1. All these channels may be available to purchase tickets,
which provides choice to the customer but adds complexity and
cost to the operator. This is a long way from the old common
denominator of payment by cash! The operator only benefits if
the customer base is widened by these technologies. In some
cases, regulation dictates the type of technology deployed as, for
instance, with the English National Concessionary Travel Scheme
and Transport for London. While these channels provide
different ways of paying, it does not follow that integrated
ticketing occurs. This is as much a business decision as
technology enablement, as discussed below.

Figures 2 and 3 map the evolution of ticketing systems and their
deployment in response to ICT developments. Ticketing is the
gateway to public transport and these technologies can be
extended to access additional services, such as journey planning,
real-time information and notifications/alerts via apps or other
media. Their deployment has gradually removed the technology
barriers to integrated ticketing.

Figure 2. Ticketing technology deployment

The aim of integrated ticketing is not only to make it easier for
the customer to access and pay for services, but also to make
revenue collection easier. It can increase patronage to the
obvious benefit of operators and help accomplish wider
transport and environmental goals. The range of technologies
that support integrated ticketing includes hard medium, such as
smartcards, as well as contactless and mobile devices. This can
benefit people with disabilities and, when linked to other
services, such as notification of destination stop, improve their
confidence to travel. Even so, the technologies could do a lot
more to aid disabled travellers and the provision of suitable
facilities by transport operators.

These methods of payment are becoming commonplace and no
longer present a barrier to integrated ticketing, so why are they
not more widely deployed across modes?
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Figure 3. Ticketing technology integration

3.2.3 Integrated ticketing technologies

The myriad technologies now available for ticketing cause
confusion and can overload any design for an integrated system.
Users often ask why there cannot be a single payment system for
public transport. The answer is partly technology related, but is
also influenced by the business model of the operators
participating in the system. The technology must align with this
business model and enable revenue apportionment and fare
capping, together with back-office procedures for card
management. These factors may be influenced by policy, which
adds another complication. In a regulated market such as
London, the Transport Commissioner (in this case Transport for
London), can dictate which technologies are deployed, set fares
and the rules regarding revenue apportionment etc. In a
deregulated, competitive market in the rest of the UK (excluding
Northern Ireland), it is much more difficult to reach agreements
between the operators that want to maximise their revenue and
have different tariffs for fares. They may also have preferences
for specific technologies and payment channels that do not match.

The technologies are built on different platforms that employ
bespoke methods and standards, hence the reason for the
multiplicity of payment channels. The technologies continue to
evolve and one or more may emerge to dominate the market in
the future, but in the meantime, the omni-channel solution for
integrated ticketing prevails. Figure 4 summarises the range of
ticketing technologies and the channels for their deployment,
together with the back-office data management.

Figure 4. Ticketing technologies

Ticketing systems can use a variety of technologies
independently or in combination deployed on a range of
devices. For example, a mobile device may contain an app to
manage the customer’s use of a transport service, including
payments, which are deducted automatically via near-field
communications with the ticket machine on the bus or train.
Alternatively, the device may store a barcoded ticket purchased
separately. The same device may also communicate with
onboard beacons via Bluetooth Low Energy or wi-fi to update the
vehicle’s position and next stop. The device will use GPS to track
its location.

Payments for travel can be made by an assortment of methods
shown on the right-hand side of the diagram. These smart
ticketing methods enable payment by a variety of media
including smartcards, contactless and mobile payment services
which use different standards and technologies. The ticketing
machines on public transport need to be smart enough to accept
payments by these different methods.

Integrated ticketing requires a back office to process the
payments, verify the card or mobile device, and perform an
assortment other functions to reimburse operators and apply
other rules for fare capping and revenue apportionment. Where
payment is made by a third-party credit card or payment service
such as ApplePay, a service must be set up with the banks or
financial institution to reconcile the payment. The back-office
systems can be just as complex as the front-end ticketing
interface, something that is often overlooked when considering
integrated ticketing systems.
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3.3 Guidance note on ticketing technology: conclusion

Technology has evolved to support omni-channel ticketing for
public transport using an assortment of media. However, combining
these in an integrated ticketing system can be challenging and
relies not just on deploying the appropriate technology, but also
on defining the business rules for how the system operates across
multiple modes and geographic regions.

The good news is that the technology per se no longer presents 
a barrier to integrated ticketing and can be linked to other services
to assist travellers, such as real-time information on connecting
services. These advances can benefit disabled people, but need 
to be developed further to provide information tailored to their
specific requirements. There is no technical reason why this
cannot happen, so the solution may lie in policy and regulation
with enforcement of standards.

This is problematic to apply where transport operators have
separate business models and standards with respect to their fares
structure and other operating procedures. Convergence in this
arena is progressing slowly, but may accelerate through quality
partnerships and franchising of services as a result of recent
legislation.
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4.1 Integrated accessible
transport

The Accessible Transport Group (ATG)
specialises in the provision of accessible
transport services and working closely
with Transport for West Midlands
(TfWM) continually seeks to widen
accessibility through integration of its
services, and with other appropriate
modes and operators. For example, the
Ring and Ride Service, which is the
largest of its kind in the UK, now
integrates with several igo bus routes,
ATG’s community bus service, offering
links with several key choice destinations,
such as shopping centres and major
hospitals. The service also links directly
with Shopmobility Birmingham with a
meet and greet service providing
seamless transfer from road transport to
use of a range of pedestrian mobility aids.

A new demand-responsive service
developed alongside TfWM now links
Solihull and Coventry, but uniquely
enables those with accessibility
restrictions to book, via ATG’s call centre,
collection from home (or nearest pick-up
point) within designated villages.

4.2 Personal security: 
West Croydon bus station

4.2.1 Introduction

West Croydon bus station, together with
the adjacent station and tram stop, is a
busy interchange between bus routes
serving a wide area of south London,
London Tramlink, London Overground
and Southern rail services.

Bus-bus interchange is to be made more
significant in future by proposed changes
to several routes, reducing the number of
buses travelling north-south across
Croydon and increasing the requirement
for passengers to change at West
Croydon. This has been acknowledged in
the Equality Impact Assessment carried
out as part of the recent consultation
exercise (which closed on 13th January
2019), including with reference to the
safety of schoolchildren interchanging at
this location, which historically has been
associated with higher than average
levels of crime. The success of the bus
station as an interchange point is to a
significant extent dependent on
passengers being and feeling safe. This is
likely to apply particularly to older and
disabled people, and to other people with
reduced mobility. It may be especially
important at certain times of the day, for
example at school closing times and late
at night.

4.2.2 Features designed to
support personal security

The bus station was rebuilt in 2016, to
include a number of physical and
operational features designed to improve
actual and perceived personal security.
These include:

• Loudspeakers relaying classical music
throughout the bus station, which
helps create a calm and welcoming
ambience

• Regular automated personal security
announcements advising passengers of
security measures in place and support
perceptions of a well-managed
environment

• CCTV covering all areas of the bus
station, creating a hostile environment
for people intent on committing crime

• Staffed information and assistance desk
with large windows, providing visibility
of staff and good sightlines throughout
the main circulating area

• Open bus stop bay design with clear
sightlines, ensuring there are no
hidden corners

• High-quality café/shop (tenancy)
providing additional human presence

• Good lighting and translucent roof
panels, ensuring a bright environment
at all times

• High-quality materials and design, and
a strict cleaning regime, contributing to
perceptions of a well-managed
environment

• Community Pastors with high-visibility
clothing, often present at school
closing time to help manage groups of
schoolchildren from different schools
and ensure no one feels unsafe using
the bus station

4  CASE STUDIES
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4.3 Accessible rail interchange

4.3.1 Vauxhall station step-free
interchange

4.3.1.1 Overview

Vauxhall station has over 20 million
entries and exits every year in National
Rail journeys alone and is in the top 
25 busiest stations in the UK.

The station has eight platforms and
includes a step-free interchange from the
tube to the train. Starting from a tube
platform, a passenger can take the lift to
the Underground station concourse,
through the gate line, then up another lift
to street level. The passenger can then
cross the road and enter Vauxhall main
station and get a lift from the concourse
up to the platform. Throughout the route,
there is signage making it clear where to
go, with a number of staff available to
assist passengers needing support.

4.3.1.2 Station interchange
facilities

• Both the main entrances from Vauxhall
bus station and the side entrance from
South Lambeth Road (only open in
peak periods) have step-free access,
wide accessible gates, clear audible
messages and visual real-time
information

• Staff are present at all entrances, and
Vauxhall also has an Assistance Point
near the main entrance assisting
disabled passengers, who either 
turn up or book in advance

• Several platforms have Assisted 
Travel Points where those who need
assistance can wait for a member 
of staff to help them

• All platforms are easily accessible by
lifts and stairs, with lifts clearly labelled

• The lifts have audible information and
buttons are provided in Braille

• Help points, with induction loops, 
are centrally placed on platforms

• At each entrance, there is clear 
signage indicating the route to the
Underground network, rail station and
surrounding area, and directional
tactile strips indicate the route to the
main entrance

4.3.2 Gleneagles station

4.3.2.1 Overview

Note: This station has been included as
an example of good barrier-free design
although it is unstaffed. Absence of staff
will be a significant deterrent for some
older and disabled people.

Gleneagles has over 70,000 entries and
exits a year and the nearby Gleneagles
hotel and resort is a popular destination
for golfers of all abilities, and back in
2014, the golf club hosted the Ryder
Cup. The station has been redesigned
and provides a step-free route for all
passengers. The station has ramped
access on to platform 2 and lift access 
to the footbridge that connects 
with platform 1.

4.3.2.2. Station interchange
facilities

• The station car park is open from
Monday–Sunday 24 hours a day, 
with 40 spaces, seven of which are
accessible spaces; parking is free for
Blue Badge holders and the car park
has full CCTV coverage

• There is clear signage across the station
directing passengers and help points
are also available on both platforms

• There is also a large amount of 
seating available

• Both platforms have edge tactiles

• There is a road interchange just outside
of the station to allow for drop-offs and
taxi pick-ups, without creating
congestion on the roads.
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The list of publications below includes some that date back a number of years, so references to legislation or standards may be 

out of date. However, they have been included for the quality of research that underpins the recommendations and guidance.

We have also included publications from outside the UK that reflect interesting research and practice.

Seamless journeys

Auckland Transport, Public Transport Interchange Design Guidelines, 2013, available from

https://at.govt.nz/media/imported/4394/Public_Transport_Interchange_Design_Guidelines.pdf

Barham, P, Oxley, P, Shaw, T, Gallon, C, Design guidelines for public transport infrastructure, Technical report, Transport Research

Laboratory, 1994, available from

https://trl.co.uk/reports/PR83.

Hine, J and Scott J, ‘Seamless, accessible travel: users’ views of the public transport journey and interchange’, Transport Policy, 

Volume 7, Issue 3, July 2000, pp 217–226

New South Wales Ministry of Transport, Guidelines for the Development of Public Transport Interchange Facilities, available from

www.mumbaidp24seven.in/reference/interchange_design_guidelines.pdf.

Polis Network, Guidelines for Implementers of Passenger Friendly Interchanges, available from

https://www.polisnetwork.eu/publicdocuments/download/1727/document/21582_policynoteswg2_1_low.pdf

Transport for London, Interchange Best Practice Guidelines 2009: Quick Reference Guide, available from

https://wricitieshub.org/sites/default/files/pdf_7.pdf

Urban Transport Group, Guidance for the Safe Design and Operation of Bus Stations and Interchanges, 2011, available from

www.urbantransportgroup.org/resources/types/reports/guidance-safe-design-and-operation-bus-stations-and-interchanges

Inclusive Mobility, available from

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/3695/inclusive-mobility.pdf

Guidance on the Use of Tactile Pavement Surfaces, available from

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/289245/tactile-paving-surfaces.pdf

Creating better streets: Inclusive and accessible places, available from

https://www.ciht.org.uk/media/4463/ciht_shared_streets_a4_v6_all_combined_1.pdf

Explaining the Public Sector Equality Duty with CIHT, available from

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o1UoRLI5610

BS 8300 1:2018:

Design of an accessible and inclusive built environment

Part 1: External environment – Code of practice

British Standards Institute 2018

https://shop.bsigroup.com/ProductDetail?pid=000000000030335801

Design Standards for Accessible Railway Stations

A joint Code of Practice by the Department for Transport and Transport Scotland 2015

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/accessible-railway-stations-design-standards
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For further information about the 
Accessibility & Inclusion Forum please contact:

The Chartered Institute of Logistics and Transport (UK) 
Earlstrees Court, Earlstrees Road
Corby, Northamptonshire
NN17 4AX, United Kingdom

T: + 44 (0) 1536 740100
E: daniel.parker-klein@ciltuk.org.uk

ciltuk.org.uk

linkedin.com/company/cilt.uk

facebook.com/cilt.uk

twitter.com/ciltuk

youtube.com/user/ciltmedia

CILT (UK) is a registered charity in
England and Wales (1004963)


